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Maths

 Take advantage of 
opportunities for maths at 
home and outside.

 Vocabulary more than, less 
than, altogether and shape 
names and their properties.

 When shopping talk about 
measures and money.

 Shape: can you spot them? 
Start with 2D and then 3D!



Reading

 Try to share books everyday and make sure that they are 
looking at the book covers before starting the book 

 Having a think about what it could be about!

 Encourage your child to begin to look for letters and words 
they may know.

 Talk about the illustrations, finding details and added depth 
to the story or information.

 Fiction and non fiction



Comprehension 

 We start with comprehension 
by using pictures. Can you tell 
a story from a picture?

 What might the story be about?

 How could they safely get the 
apple down?

 How do mum and dad feel?

 Why is dad laughing?

 Why is mum angry?



Reading

When your child is ready for reading a book you can extend 
their experience by looking at..

 Using expression and discussing key words.

 Change the story / ending 

 Find words (or words beginning with ..)

 Cover up the pictures – are they still as fluent?

 Copy out the words / draw pictures / talk or write a review  
( I like this book because…)



High Frequency Words

 Practise daily – as often as possible

 Find the words in other places (their school 
reading books, on the computer – in the 
shops!)

 Practise writing and spelling the words

 Encourage your child to make up 
phrases/sentences and draw pictures.

 Think capital letters for names and 
sentences





Other Information

 Our topic this half term is all about colour.

 We will also utilise the building work as part 
of our colour topic to look at diggers and 
how to construct.

 In RE and PSED we will be looking at 
belonging (family picture).

 Home tasks.

 Letter of the week table.



Thank you for your time.

Any questions?


